LET SCIENCE BE TOLD
A review of ideas for storytelling in science communication
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There is a rich literature on storytelling in public science communication, mostly advancing the premise that it helps in telling science to the public. We present here a summary of results from a review of ideas on the subject guided by a set of questions about goals, techniques, and research. We found no consensus on the notion of what is a story, yet some useful approximations emerged. There are various goals driving the use of storytelling to communicate science, from engaging to creating emotions to favouring understanding. The structure of the stories appeared as a crucial element, and three types of structures are dominant. As a field in evolution, there are not many empirical studies, but the few we found appear promising. We conclude that there is ample opportunity for discussion and research regarding emotions, persuasion, understanding and innovation in the use of narrative concepts and techniques to better let the science be told.
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■ WE HAVE BEEN UN-TAUGHT
If we took Kevin Padian literally, Mètode ought not to publish essays on storytelling in science. To Padian (2018) «scientific training un-teaches scientists how to tell stories, and pushes them into an unfamiliar format», one akin to a «perversion of narrative». Alas, science communication through storytelling has attracted authors from the social and the natural sciences, almost all singing the praises of this one idea: it will be better to communicate science as if telling a story around the campfire, the way it’s been done for millennia. It is a seemingly simple, attractive proposition, but on closer examination some levels of complexity emerge.

We report here on various ideas on the subject, published recently in the scientific literature. Our review is in a sense a story – the story of us chasing a few basic questions about storytelling with science: Is the goal to help understand, to engage, to persuade? What about the means: is it feasible to incorporate science content into classical fiction formats? Does it depend on the stated purpose?

Rather unexpectedly, the most primary question proved elusive: Do we even know what we mean by storytelling?

■ A DEFINITION THAT TURNS ON ITSELF
We embarked on the quest for a clear, generally agreed upon definition of storytelling. As launching pad we chose the special issue of the Journal of Science Communication (JCOM) devoted to Stories in science communication. From there we branched out until our final corpus, in trying to keep with the limits of this monographic issue, reached 17 papers with a variety of viewpoints.

1 JCOM 18(5), 2019. This special issue drew «from storytelling as the core theme of the 2018 conference of the Public Communication of Science and Technology (PCST) Network» (https://www.pcst.network/conferences/past-conferences/pcst-2018/).

HOW TO CITE:
The plan looked simple: find the overall definition of storytelling and report on its impact on public science communication. Slightly unexpected problem, though... the simple, almost universal definition of storytelling was not found. Purely simple definitions were readily available in JCOM’s special issue (see Figure 1). Martin et al. (2019) describe storytelling as «an ancient and powerful practice (…) From campfires and caves to printing presses and lecture theatres». To Finkler and León (2019), «classic storytelling typically involves a three-act structure with a beginning, a middle and an end», which is more a description than a definition. Enter Riedlinger et al. (2019):

we define storytelling as a narrative (or story) structure that usually focuses on two aspects: a sequence of events and the actions of one or more characters (…) Stories usually have an identifiable beginning, middle, and end, and involve some kind of conflict and resolution, or ‘cause-and-effect’ structure. (Riedlinger et al., 2019)

This ought to work… provided we define narrative and story. Cormick (2019) notes that narrative and stories «are a little different», but Brounéus et al. (2019) complicate the matter by warning that «no universal definition of “narrative” has been agreed upon by researchers». Cormick complements his observation with a hierarchical relation: «narratives are composed of multiple stories that relate to one another, while stories are a single “event unit”». ElShafie (2018) also sees a hierarchy… but with a twist – a 180° twist: to her, a narrative is «a sequence of events, meaningfully connected by time and cause […] which convey or stand for meanings that need to be decoded or interpreted by the receiver. (Ribó, 2019)

One of our reviewers (to whom we shall remain anonymously grateful) set us on the path of yet more points of view, stemming from semiotics. One idea, deceivingly simple at first glance, came from narratology. After admitting that «narrative is notoriously difficult to define», Ribó (2019) decides nevertheless to have a go at it:

...we will define narrative as the semiotic representation of a sequence of events, meaningfully connected by time and cause […] which convey or stand for meanings that need to be decoded or interpreted by the receiver. (Ribó, 2019)

These last two words separate Ribó from Riedlinger in a profound way, because the introduction of «the receiver» cracks open the possibility of this whole process being much more complex than a one-way street. Indeed, Ribó proposes a semiotic model of narrative in which «the real people who participate in […] writing and reading (the real author and the real reader) [are distinct] from their textual or implied counterparts». There exist «an implied author» and «an implied reader», the latter being «the virtual persona to whom the implied author is addressing the narrative». Up to this point the process could very well be unidirectional. Alas, the model demands two levels of communication. At one level, the implied author sends «a message» to the implied reader by means of the «narrative discourse». The content of this narrative discourse is «a story», which establishes the second level of communication.

Ribó’s definition of narrative snuck the notion of meaning (also absent in Riedlinger’s), thus significantly increasing the level of complexity. When Ribó turns his attention to «perhaps the most crucial question any reader asks when dealing with a story: what does it mean?», he recognises that the meanings that authors give to what they write may very well differ from the meanings the readers give to what they read. Even though his model is depicted in a left-to-right line, there is now an interplay between the implied author and the implied reader which may have specific consequences when «the message» is not fictional prose but some sort of science to be communicated. We’ll explore this idea in the final section.

Independent from Ribó’s treatment, San Cornelio and Roig Telo (2022) conclude that storytelling cannot be viewed as less than bi-directional, at least in the multiverses of social media. Central to their analysis is the premise that storytelling is «a situated and contextualized narrative practice» mediated by

---

2 From the Gershwin brothers classic Let’s call the whole thing off.
such variables as place, moments and participants. This is crucial because it negates the notion of closed authorship, given that «in the context of social media, the content is as important as the conversation taking place, over time, in the form of comments, mentions, hashtags, ratings, threads, reinterpretations, locations, followers, and other possible intertextual manifestations». These observations make the prospect of transporting them to the realm of science communication incredibly enticing, yet one we cannot possibly explore within the confines of this essay.

■ A CORPUS BUILT ON QUESTIONS

A very fortunate phrase attributed to the economist Paul Samuelson captures to a good extent the difficulties in communicating science (any and all of them) to the public: «Anecdotes do not constitute social science» (Quoteresearch, 2017). This admonition seems to have generated a very popular quote (“the plural of anecdote is not data”), used to our advantage by Dahlstrom (2014) to insinuate the need for storytelling in our field: «Although the plural of anecdote may not be data, the anecdote has a greater chance of reaching and engaging with a nonexpert audience». Joubert et al. (2019) establish the usefulness of storytelling from the very Editorial of JCOM’s special issue:

We now have ample evidence that storytelling can be a powerful way to nurture engagement with science (...) and that stories help people to understand, process and recall science-related information. (Joubert et al., 2019)

They also suggest that science communicators «need to go beyond presenting facts and evidence, towards creating emotional connections (...) Thinking of stories as facts wrapped in emotions may be the answer».

«Engaging», «helping to understand», or «creating emotional connections» are clearly purposes of science communication via storytelling (Figure 2). Whilst facing the methodological problem of constructing a corpus of publications in which to pursue our review, we figured that a road map might be at hand. Rather than a classical, thorough «literature review» (in which an extended database would have been built on the basis of search terms, precise selection criteria and a method to identify the state of the art), we opted for a «review of ideas». The limits for this essay would hardly have allowed for a comprehensive literature review.

Thus, our strategy was to detect prominent ideas by asking specific questions from our corpus: Are there definitions of story, storytelling or narrative? Is the aim to inform decisions? To arouse emotions? Provoke changes? Is the goal to induce understanding? Increase trust in science? Do they suggest how to do it, in practice?

Our corpus was built from two sources: JCOM’s special issue (and some of its references); and a further search in academic databases (Google Scholar, Redalyc, Scielo), with keywords such as storytelling, narrative and science communication (or slight variations thereof). This yielded 17 publications (in keeping with prescribed editorial guidelines), all of which we read thoroughly following the aforementioned set of questions (see Figure 2) and registering the instances in which we found references to them.

■ SO, WHY AND HOW IS IT DONE?

Informing decisions taken by the public was rarely an explicit aim of storytelling. For Davies et al. (2019) «fictional narratives for science communication (...) provide (...) a useful tool for making choices». Joubert
et al. (2019) are more up-front: «people become empowered to make informed decisions».

One rather popular idea was that of persuasion. Dahlstrom (2014) states that «narratives are intrinsically persuasive» and Finkler and León (2019) advise that «narrative that is coupled with emotive imagery (…) is likely to increase the persuasiveness of the message». It is interesting to observe that persuasion is a slightly ambiguous word, potentially associated with convincing as well as with believing or even moving to act in a certain way (Onions et al., 1996). When Davies et al. (2019) write that «fiction is attractive to scientists looking (…) to persuade otherwise resistant audiences», do they mean convincing them with reasons, or nudging them towards certain behaviours? It was not always clear. Green et al. (2018) are perhaps more daring when suggesting that «narrative transportation – the ability of a story to mentally transport its listener into the storyteller’s world – supports the link between a strategically constructed story and its ability to persuade its listener».

Then things got really intense when we turned to emotions. Many authors subscribe to the view that information delivered with some sort of emotional load is more likely to be appreciated by the public. Martinez-Conde and Macknik (2017) think that «science breakthroughs that resonate with nonexperts despite lack of direct application do so because they engross our imagination and prompt emotion». And the optimal vehicle for such emotions is clear to Cormick (2019): «Stories are about emotions over facts, and people respond much better to emotions than facts».

The list of hurrahs for emotions goes on and on… but something happened when we hit Green et al.
We’ll come back to their findings. For now, we underline the prevalence of the overall strategy – to slip “the science” into the very simple format hinted at in our first lines (i.e., protagonists facing obstacles/conflict) in order to provoke change through emotions associated with storytelling. This nutshell of a plan tended to appear in subtly varying forms throughout our review. Can it be done… and how?

THE CRAFTING OF STORIES

To paraphrase Samuelson, a string of anecdotes from the travails of scientists do not make a story fit to be told. In our review, it was all about structure. ElShafie (2018) starts with “five (useful) elements: protagonist, inciting incident, obstacle, stakes, and broad theme”. The obstacle is crucial because, to her, “without an obstacle, the character does not change, and there is no story”. Moreover, “an obstacle only moves a story forward if it puts something at risk…” The stakes should increase as the story unfolds. If this was the story of scientists in a quest to create compelling stories, Padian’s observation would be an obstacle.

Joubert’s answer (thinking of stories as facts wrapped in emotions) is more a posture than a practical solution. One approach would be to complete the structure: given ElShafie’s five useful elements, can one design the sequence of events around the obstacle? Figure 3 shows the most popular answers, in three narrative structures.

Up to here, most of what has been reported can be applied without much consideration to the science content. Moving forward, our focus turns to the nuances with which such content shapes the telling of stories. ElShafie offers a starting idea: “Every scientific investigation confronts an obstacle”, Padian (2018) takes this idea much further: “When scientists do research, it can be thought of as a quest, and [funding] “transforms” our question into a “triumph” of an answer. That follows classic narrative structure”.

These ideas go with the assumption that the goal is to tell the story of a “result” from science research. We may recall, though, that Finkler and León (2019) had a different goal. They “put forward a marketing-based science communication video format, the SciCommercial video (…) to communicate some of the science of whale watching (…) so that it alters (…) attitudes and behavioural intentions”. In their video “the science content was successfully packaged in a form that communicates the key science idea while not being heavy-handed with the science”.

(2018) and their collection of experiences common to scientists: they have «witnessed firsthand the effects of global warming (…) felt the thrill of discovery (…) seen the perils of food insecurity (…) watched giddily as spawning corals release millions of tiny white eggs in a single night». They «bear witness to changes and discoveries that most people will never experience. Yet the training (…) does not focus on communicating these vivid experiences». This turned out to be an inflection point because the question of who is in charge of communicating science came to the fore and we realised most papers seemed to be thinking more about scientists wishing to explore their communication skills, than about professional science communicators. We thought this was relevant because the latter group would be somehow detached from the list of emotional experiences just described by Green and coauthors. Could there be at least one emotion to which these lot could have genuine access?

THAT ONE VERY SPECIAL EMOTION

Turns out there might be, and it has to do with our last guiding question. Scientists may indeed witness firsthand, whilst the general public does not; scientists may have first claim to the thrill of discovery… but there is a dimension of discovery which every member of the public can make their own. It happens the moment when you suddenly make sense of something that up to then had seemed difficult, hostile, impenetrable. Then the eureka moment comes, and we propose that there is a eureka emotion associated with it. It is the very unique emotion of finally understanding (Crúz-Mena, 2016).

Not one paper we read made reference to understanding as an emotional affair, although there were hints. Joubert et al. (2019) did mention understanding as something that benefits from stories. One way to do it is through what Finkler and León (2019) call “sticky science ideas”, which «are needed to make the audience (…) understand». Indeed these authors are amongst the most intent on actually experimenting with the potential connections between the science content and the emotions elicited by presenting it through a carefully planned narrative structure. By stating that science communication must «always have predetermined and appropriate aims» and then recognizing that «narratives have the power to influence (…) beliefs, attitudes and behaviour» they are being crystal clear: their goal is to induce specific changes in their audience.

«The practice of empirically testing hypotheses involving storytelling is encouraging»

“The practice of empirically testing hypotheses involving storytelling is encouraging”
We may have failed to find a crystal clear definition of *story* in relation to *narrative*, and yet a picture emerged of how storytelling may contribute to communicating science to the general public. There are differing goals but seemingly convergent structures. It was encouraging to find, though, a tendency both to innovate with these and to test them empirically (Finkler & León, 2019), as well as other assumptions (Brounéus et al., 2019; Dahlstrom, 2010; Martin et al., 2019; Negrete and Lartigue, 2010).

Two ends were left loose, though. The first one has to do with understanding as a purpose for storytelling. Whilst the majority of authors discussed changes (in attitudes, behaviours, perceptions) or emotions, very few focused on the uses of storytelling to promote understanding of the science being communicated. Dahlstrom and Scheufele (2018) claim that «for science, narratives might have most of their power (…) in rebuilding the foundation of understanding scientific reasoning». Yet, they observe that «narrative messages may be counterproductive» because, «being an oversimplification» they fail in the goal of «engaging scientific reasoning». Surely these claims merit counterarguments because they matter, but the papers in our corpus appeared not to be overly concerned with understanding. 3

Fortunately, the second loose end shone some light. Writing about narrative journalism, Vanoost (2013) presents two different functions in narrative: intriguing and configuring. The first follows the classical structure: a complication and the expectation of a resolution. In turn, «[the configuring function] aims at creating a retrospective understanding [through] causal relations (…) It usually dominates in factual narratives where the author wants to convey a reality (…) and make it understandable to others». Vanoost’s paper is not explicitly about science journalism, but there are traces in it: «Explaining, making sense of the events [is] the mission of the journalist», and thus «leaving elements unexplained may be the result of bad reporting». If these events are explainable through science, it must follow that a science reporter ought to report them right… quite possibly as stories.

---

3 To be fair, the literature on science education does appear to be very concerned, but our review did not focus on that field.
Earlier in this essay, upon presenting Ribó’s semiotic model of narrative, we noted that the notion that there is meaning to the story is made more complex by the fact that the implied reader may give to it a different meaning than what the implied author had in mind. If «the message» is not a plot twist in a fictional story but a conclusion reached by a scientific investigation, then surely the meaning is given by the level of understanding of the arguments presented. It seems safe to expect professional science communicators to have reached a high level of understanding, so that their narrative skills can be applied to the creation of stories in which obstacles in the quest for conclusions can be overcome by scientific reasoning, in such a way that the arguments are understandable and the story is engaging. If so, several lines of research appear quite promising and are understandable and the story is engaging. If so, the story is made more complex by the fact that the implied reader may give to it a different meaning than what the implied author had in mind.

Our closing thought is that not much is actually closed. The practice of empirically testing hypotheses involving storytelling, commonsensical yet not too frequent, is encouraging. Questions regarding emotions, persuasion and understanding remain intriguing.

As science journalists ourselves, and as academics, we look forward to more research on the potential of storytelling in our field, with emphasis on the role of rational thought—something journalism in general might benefit very much from.
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